5. Scope and Limitations of Expected Outcome

This investigation will be conducted to determine the status of the teaching and toughing research science in many research labs, research centres, and research hospitals. General purpose of this research is to determine the status and of fungal disease of skin in different types of persons of India.

The scope of the this research is new antifungal compounds obtained resulting significant source of new and more effective medicine which will not synthetic but it will be natural medicine obtained from aromatic cum medicinal plants and this research will be unique, revise, and few contributions of related recent successful research works in this area. That will make to area of knowledge. That’s why this research will be make improve or changed as a result of the other proposal research works.

The potential and possible limitations of the expected results or outcome will be time taken to positive effect of the proposed study. The limitations approaches, procedure, methods i.e. sampling, place of trial, clinical trial etc will be sensitive and held by the administrative permissions of the relative areas.